
HTML5 GRAPHICS FOR
THE CLOUD AGE
Viz Flowics is the most comprehensive
cloud-native live graphics platform with native 
data integrations and audience engagement tools. 

Cloud native, browser  based HTML5 graphics SaaS. 
No local hosting needed. No installation. Always up 
to date.

Viz Flowics has all the features you need to create 
data-rich live graphics from anywhere. Assets 
Library, Web Editor, Customization Tools, Playout - 
all from the web.

Easy to use. Instantaneous deployment. Flexible, 
scalable, multi-tenant, secure. 24/7 Support.

Work from anywhere. All you need is an internet 
connection and browser.

Audience engagement mechanics. Polls, surveys, QR 
codes, second screen interaction.

Advanced social media integrations with Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram, WhatsApp, Twitch and 
YouTube. Collect, curate, customize and playout.

Native data connectors. No coding, quick sync to 
real-time data providers. 80+ native connectors and 
more being added regularly.

Monetization. Create new revenue streams with 
advertising and sponsored segments. Use QR codes 
to sell merchandize.

First HTML5 Graphics Solution to offer MOS Support 
(MOS Gateway and NRCS Plugin). Create graphics 
directly inside NRCS rundown.

VIZ FLOWICS IS INTUITIVE, EFFICIENT & FLEXIBLE

KEY FEATURES

THE WORKFLOW

MOS
Protocol

Viz Flowics is an industry leader in providing 
professional quality HTML5 Graphics. This 
company should be the textbook example of how 
businesses should operate and help their 
customers. — BCC Live 

CREATE GRAPHICS
Simplified graphics creation. 
Drag and drop building 
blocks, widgets and data 
connectors onto the web 
editor  to create graphics.

CODE FREE LIVE DATA 
INTEGRATIONS 
Add real-time data to 
graphics via native data 
connectors to over 80 
real-time data providers 
from sports to betting, 
weather and finance. 

CUSTOMIZE GRAPHICS
Apply your channel/show 

branding. Select custom 
fonts, colors, backgrounds 

and other visual graphics 
elements from the web 

palette. 

CONTROL PLAYOUT
Use the Rundown Control to 

create your graphics 
playlists. Operators have full 
control to sort, rename and 

duplicate overlays. 

GET IN TOUCH FOR A LIVE DEMO  www.flowics.com

WHO IS VIZ FLOWICS FOR
Viz Flowics is a comprehensive and flexible cloud-native solution for remote and in-studio production of live graphics
and interactive experiences for content creators and broadcasters of all sizes and all production workflows. 
Viz Flowics supports NDI, SDI and cloud workflows.  

https://www.flowics.com/

